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Next Tuesday, March 29, 2021, new versions of the Dashboard (version 9.32)

and mobile App (version 4001.1) will become available for Android and iOS. 

Make sure your team is informed of the latest version of the mobile app, so they can

update to the latest version from the Google Play or App Store or enable automatic

updates via de settings on your device.

   Group management simplified

Manage groups in one place? The new set-up is not only easier on the eye, but you

can also add a group more quickly, edit users or links from the group overview within

one click and all details and links of a group are clearly arranged on one page! The

group overview is housed in a separate section called 'Organisation' where we will

gradually move multiple organisation-level configurations. You can find this under the

app switcher. 

Tip from Leviy: Need to create a bunch of groups in one go? Use the shortcuts on

your keyboard.

   Create a user account for employees

To easily set employees up to work with Leviy, you can now register users from an

overall view of employees in 'Organisation', from which you can see per employee

whether they already have a user account. If not, you can register a user from this

overview. Handy when more and more employees are getting started with Leviy!

   Single sign-on configuration

Do you want to simplify login for your employees? It’s possible! In Leviy you can

easily set up Single sign-on, so your employees can log in with the same account

credentials they use for your standard work environment. Curious how this works?

   Periodic tasks on a timeline

The new Periodic Tasks overview in the App gives you immediate insight into the

tasks that still need to be done and makes it easier to register tasks. For example,

the tasks are sorted by the time remaining, the tasks can be registered by clicking on

them and the timeline helps you understand how much time has passed since the

previous execution. This way, the excel lists can go into the wastepaper basket for

good!

Would you also like to secure periodic tasks in Leviy?

   Register ad hoc tasks

In addition to improving periodical tasks, we have also made changes to the ad hoc

task registration screen. Instead of it sliding open, a pop up will appear, where you

can easily select one or more tasks. If a periodical task is registered in this way, it will

be updated on the 'Periodic tasks' screen.

   What is going on behind the waves of Leviy?

Renewed Time & Attendance module  

We are proud to announce that the Time and Attendance module is being completely

renewed. A number of features in the renewed version are listed below:

Registering attendance can also be done with a face-recognition terminal

Start and end times can be edited afterwards

Integration with the roster to compare worked shifts

Break registration

Analyses and more in Leviy Analytics 

We will keep you updated! 

Are you curious what this could do for your organisation? We would be happy to

explain the benefits.

 

See you next release! 
Team Leviy 
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Learn more

Request a demo

Contact us for a demo!
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